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Summary. —
We show analytically that GRB jets with an emissivity profile given by the Fisher
distribution, ǫ(θ) = A · exp(B · cos θ), have the unique property of producing equal
numbers of bursts per logarithmic interval in Eiso, and therefore in most burst
properties. Since this broad distribution of burst properties is a key feature found
by HETE-2, a Fisher-shaped universal jet model can explain many of the observed
properties of XRFs, X-ray-rich GRBs, and GRBs reasonably well, in contrast to
a power-law universal model. For small viewing angles, the Fisher distribution
can be approximated by a Gaussian, whose properties have been explored by [12].
We also show that the Fisher universal jet model produces a broad distribution in
the inferred radiated energy Einfγ , in contrast to the narrow distribution predicted
by the uniform variable opening-angle jet model [9]. Here we present Monte Carlo
simulations of both a Fisher-shaped universal jet model and a Fisher-shaped variable
opening-angle jet model.
PACS 98.70.Rz – gamma-ray sources; gamma-ray bursts.
1. – Introduction
The HETE-2 results show that the properties of XRFs [5], X-ray-rich GRBs, and
GRBs form a continuum in the [SE(2− 400 kev), E
obs
peak] plane [10]. They also show that
the relation between the isotropic-equivalent burst energy Eiso and the peak energy Epeak
of the burst spectrum in νFν in the rest frame of the burst found by [1] extends to XRFs
and X-ray-rich GRBs [8]. A key feature of the distribution of bursts in these two planes
is that the density of bursts is roughly constant along these relations, implying equal
numbers of bursts per logarithmic interval in SE , E
obs
peak, Eiso and Epeak. These results,
when combined with earlier results [5, 6], strongly suggest that all three kinds of bursts
are the same phenomenon. It is this possibility that motivates us to seek a unified jet
model of XRFs, X-ray-rich GRBs, and GRBs.
In our previous paper [9], we explored two different phenomenological jet models: a
variable jet opening-angle model in which the emissivity is uniform across the surface
of the jet and a universal jet model in which the emissivity is a power-law function of
the angle relative to the jet axis. We showed that while the variable jet opening-angle
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model can account for the observed properties of all three kinds of bursts, the power-law
universal jet model cannot easily be extended to account for the observed properties
of both XRFs and GRBs. In response to that conclusion, [3, 12] considered a quasi-
universal Gaussian jet model [11]. They showed that such a model can explain many of
the observed properties of XRFs, X-ray-rich GRBs, and GRBs reasonably well.
Here we consider a universal jet model in which the emissivity of the jet as a function
of viewing angle is a Fisher distribution (such a distribution is the natural extension
of the Gaussian distribution to a sphere). We show that the Fisher distribution has
the unique property that it produces equal numbers of bursts per logarithmic interval in
Eiso, and therefore in most burst properties, consistent with the HETE-2 results. We also
show that the Fisher universal jet model produces a broad distribution in the inferred
radiated energy Einfγ . This is not the case for variable opening-angle jet models because
of the extra degree of freedom provided by the distribution of opening angles. Thus we
find that the Fisher universal jet model considered here and the variable opening-angle
jet model discussed in [9] make different predictions for the distribution in Einfγ . Further
observations of XRFs can determine this distribution and therefore distinguish between
these two models of jet structure. For completeness, we also simulate a variable opening-
angle jet model whose emissivity profile is also a Fisher distribution, and we find similar
results to the universal Fisher jet model.
2. – Simulations
The Fisher distribution is the only universal jet profile that satisfies the following
two constraints. Let Xiso ≡ lnEiso, and µv ≡ cos θv, where θv is the angle between the
line-of-sight and the center of the jet. Observations tell us that roughly dN/dXiso = a1,
where a1 is some constant. By the definition of θv we know that dN/dµv = a2, where
a2 is another constant. We can describe a universal jet as an arbitrary function of µv:
Xiso = f(µv). We wish to choose f(µv) so as to satisfy these constraints.
Note that
a2 =
dN
dµv
=
dN
dXiso
·
dXiso
dµv
,(1)
and therefore df/dµv = a2/a1, integrating this expression gives the Fisher distribution
Eiso = 4piA · e
B·cos θv = 4piAˆ · e(cos θv−1)/θ
2
0 ,(2)
where B = θ−20 . In the small θv limit, this reduces to a Gaussian jet, Eiso = 4piAˆ ·e
θ2
v
/2θ2
0 .
Integrating the emissivity over the jet gives Etrueγ ,
Etrueγ = 2 · 2piA
∫ pi/2
0
eB·cos θ sin θdθ =
4piA
B
(eB − 1).(3)
In this work we consider two oppositely directed jets, hence the leading factor of 2.
We note that for any non-uniform jet this quantity is not the same as the Eγ inferred
using the method outlined by [4]. That quantity we term, Einfγ = Eiso · (1 − cos θj),
where θj = max(θ0, θv) [3, 7]. For θ0 = 0.1 rad, the quantities Eiso and E
inf
γ vary over
domains of ∼ 43 and ∼ 40 decades, respectively, although observational selection effects
will truncate both of these distributions. We perform Monte Carlo simulations using the
method presented in [9], using the detector thresholds from the WXM on HETE-2.
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3. – Results
We consider 3 models. (1) A Universal Fisher Jet model with logEtrueγ = 51.1 and θ0
values drawn from a log-normal distribution with width 0.2 and log θ00 = −1.0 (UFJ1),
following the parameters of [3, 12], (2) a Universal Fisher Jet model with log θ00 = −1.3
and logEtrueγ = 51.8 (UFJ2), and (3) a Variable Opening-Angle Fisher (VOAFJ) jet
model with logEtrueγ = 51.5 and θ0 values drawn from a power-law with index αPL =
−3.3 and extending for two decades from a maximum of pi/2.
Figures 1 and 2 show the distribution of detected and non-detected bursts in various
planes for our 3 models. All 3 models exhibit roughly equal numbers per logarithmic
decade in Eiso. For the universal models, this is a natural consequence of the Fisher profile
of the jet. For the VOAFJ model this is a consequence of our choice of αPL = −3.3. We
note that the UFJ1 model is unable to accomodate the highest observed values of Eiso and
Epeak. The maximum Eiso generated by a Fisher jet is approximately E
max
iso = E
true
γ /θ
2
0,
which gives ∼ 1.2× 1053erg for UFJ1 and ∼ 2.5× 1054erg for UFJ2.
Fig. 1. – Scatter plots of detected (black) and undetected bursts (gray) in the [θ0,θv] plane (top
row) and [Eiso,θv] plane (bottom row) for our 3 models: UFJ1 (left), UFJ2 (middle) and VOAFJ
(right). The triangular region in the upper-left corner represents bursts that we do not simulate
to increase the percentage of detected bursts in a sample of 50,000.
The bottom row of Figure 2 shows the histogram of Einfγ values for the detected
bursts. It is clear that the Einfγ distribution does not agree with the inputted E
true
γ
distribution. For example, in the UFJ1 model, the peak of the Etrueγ distribution was
chosen to correspond to the “standard energy” found by [4, 2], however the model is
unable to recover that value using their method. The Einfγ distribution typically peaks
at a lower energy and has a tail extending to even lower energies. It may be the case
that the observed distribution of Einfγ values does extend down to lower energies.
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Fig. 2. – Top row shows scatter plots of detected (black) and undetected bursts (gray) in the
[Eiso,Epeak] plane for our 3 models: UFJ1 (left), UFJ2 (middle) and VOAFJ (right). Bottom
row shows histogram of Einfγ values for detected bursts, as compared to the input distribution
of Etrueγ (dashed curve).
4. – Conclusions
Both universal and variable Fisher jet models can be found that reproduce most of
the observed properties of XRFs and GRBs. To accomodate the highest Eiso bursts, very
small jet opening-angles (∼ 2◦− 3◦) may be required in both the variable opening-angle
uniform jet models and in the Fisher models. Finally, Einfγ may be a powerful probe
of jet structure, as various models give different predictions for its distribution. More
observations of XRFs with redshifts and jet-break times are crucial to answering this
question, highlighting the importance of continuing HETE-2 during the Swift mission.
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